We examine the dependence between hydrogen total mass M HI and rotation speed V rot , optical size D 25 or disc radial scale R 0 for two samples of late-type galaxies: a) isolated galaxy ( AM IGA sample), and b) the edge-on galaxies (flat galaxies of Karachentsev et al. 1999) . Estimates of M HI , given in the HY P ERLEDA database for flat galaxies appear to be on average higher at ∼ 0.2 dex, than for isolated galaxies with similar V rot or D 25 values, most probably, due to the overvaluation of self-absorption in the HI line. We confirm that the hydrogen mass for both samples closely correlates with galactic disc integral specific angular momentum J , which is proportional to V rot D 25 or V rot R 0 , with low surface brightness galaxies lie along a common V rot R 0 sequence. This relationship can be explained, assuming that gas mass in the disc is regulated by marginal gravitational stability condition of gas layer. A comparison of the observed and theoretically expected dependences leads to a conclusion that either gravitational stability corresponds to higher values of T oomre parameter than is usually assumed, or the threshold stability condition for most galaxies took place only in the past, when gas mass in discs was 2-4 times higher than at present (with the exception of galaxies with abnormally high HI content). The last condition requires that the gas accretion was not compensated by gas consumption during the evolution of most of galaxies.
M HI and such global slowly evolving parameters, as the optical or gaseous disc radius (Solanes et al. 1996 ; Karachentsev et It is evident that the above correlations may not be independent, although a priori it is not clear which of them are physically conditioned, and which just reflect a mediated relationship between various galaxies parameters. For example, there exists a relationship between disc rotation speed and a size of a galaxy, which is close to linear (see., eg., Karachentsev et al. 2013) , so the relations between M HI and disc size and disc specific angular momentum appear to have a common cause.
The most tight relationship is observed when M HI is compared with radius R HI which corresponds to the fixed azimuthally averaged gas surface density, usually taken as Σ HI ≈ 1M /pc 2 (Lelli et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2016 ). However, these matching parameters cannot be considered as independent ones: a change of M HI during the evolution will inevitably lead to a shift of R HI . Nevertheless, the close correlation between M HI and R HI , which takes place for galaxies with different masses -from lowmass gas rich dwarf to giant spirals -indicates that the shape of the overall HI radial profile should be similar for most galaxies: only in this case R HI will be associated with hydrogen total mass M HI . Indeed, radial profiles Σ HI (R) for late-type galaxies demonstrate their universal character except the central regions of galaxies, where HI distribution is very diverse, partially because a substantial, if not most of gas there is usually molecular evidences that about half of HI integral mass contains inside the optical radius R 25 . However, for dwarf galaxies, this fraction may be much lower. total mass of atomic HI may characterize a total neutral gas mass.
In this paper we examine the empirical relationships between M HI and 5 optical radius, disc radial scale and specific angular momentum. Also we analyze the possible relationship between the observed HI mass and the marginal (threshold) stability condition of gas layer to the gravitational perturbations in a disc plane.
2. Relation between hydrogen mass and disc size and rotation.
We used two samples of late-type galaxies: the Isolated Galaxies
Catalogue AM IGA (Lisenfeld et al. 2007 ) created on the basis of the Karachentseva Isolated Galaxies Catalogue (Karachentseva et al. 1986) (we consider the objects with disc inclination i > 35 0 ) and flat galaxies sample, containing edge-on galaxies with a large axis ratio (a/b) from the catalogue RF GC by Karachentsev et al. (1999) . The latter galaxies represent most homogeneous late-type galaxies sample which possess a similar structure (a thin disc and a small bulge). We excluded from consideration the galaxies, if the errors of rotational velocity (taken from All Digital HI directory Courtois et al. 2009 ) exceed 20 km/s, as well as galaxies with angular size larger than 400" (to achieve the better homogeneity of data, as much as the estimation of total M HI is more complicated and less accurate for galaxies with large angular size). Both samples do not contain clearly interacting galaxies. Gas mass M HI , linear optical sizes D 25 , inclination (for AM IGA galaxies) and rotation speed V rot were taken from the HY P ERLEDA database (leda.univ-lyon1.fr, Makarov et al. 2014) or were found from the data contained therein. Disc radial scales lengths R 0 are based on SDSS review photometry images in the i -band, and were taken from Hall et al. (2012) . The accepted distance scale corresponds to H 0 = 75 km/s/Mpc. Fig. 2 illustrates three-dimensional relationship M HI − V rot − D 25 for isolated galaxies. Flat galaxies give a very similar pattern (not shown here), although, as it will be discussed below, there is a notable shift between flat and isolated galaxies. Regression parameters k and b , the standard deviations M SE and correlation coefficients p are given in Table 1 . The slope and zero point of these regression lines were calculated for a bisector line between direct and inverse regressions. We tried two ways for regression construction: a simple LSM and a robust regressions. The most deviating points are attributed to the lower statistical weights in the last option.
However, in both cases we obtained practically identical results. The situation is more complex for flat galaxies. Their M HI values are systematically higher than for isolated galaxies for all relations we consider (at least for galaxies with large enough D 25 or V rot ). For example, in Fig. 4a , b flat galaxies and AM IGA isolated galaxies (presented by the regression line) are compared at " M HI − V rot " and " M HI − D 25 " diagrams. Apparently, this shift is a result of HI mass overestimation for flat galaxies due to the unreliability of accounting of large self-absorption in HI line. Flux extinction caused by internal absorption is less than 40% for inclination i = 85 0 , however it increases rapidly as we approach 7 to i ≈ 90 0 (Heidmann et al. 1972 ). In HY P ERLEDA database, selfabsorption correction for edge-on galaxies was assumed to be (expressed in stellar magnitudes) ∆m HI = -0.82, which corresponds to the attenuation coefficient k = 2.1. The "shift" between flat and isolated galaxies (there are only a few edge-on galaxies among the latter) demonstrated in the diagrams allows to propose that the self-absorption is overrated and hence M HI is overestimated by about 1.5 times on average. The naturally expected scatter of the attenuation coefficients for different edge-on galaxies, of course, increases the points dispersion on the diagrams. Curiously, a difference between logM HI estimates for edge-on and isolated galaxies becomes insignificant, or even change its sign for slowly rotating, and, consequently, low-mass galaxies ( logV rot < 1.9, or V rot < 80km/s) as it follows from Fig. 4b . Although the number of such galaxies is too small for reliable conclusions, one may suggests that the accepted self-absorption in HI line for these galaxies is not overestimated at all, apparently because the HI line-of-sight velocities have lower dispersion there, which makes self-absorption more significant.
3. Gas content and gravitational stability of gas layer.
As it was noted in the Introduction, the correlation between the current hydrogen mass and the slowly evolving characteristics of galaxies (size, rotational speed, specific angular momentum) indicates similar character of gas evolution for the bulk of starforming galaxies. Note however that the disc size of galaxies is still subject to slow evolution because their stellar population and hence the brightness distribution changes over time. A photometry of late-type galaxies without noticeable bulges in the Hubble Deep Field ( HDF ) (Sachdeva, Saha 2016) demonstrates a slow increase of 9 From another point of view, the condition of local gravitational stability of rotating gas layer can serve as the control of gas evolution. Indeed, a development of instability should lead to the increase of local density inhomogeneities in a disc at kpc-scale, and, as a consequence, to the intensification of starformation till the threshold (marginally stable) state of rotating gas layer is reached.
The idea that the gas layers of galaxies are in many cases close to the marginally stable state was proposed to explain the observed distribution of gas in galaxies by many authors, beginning with the papers by Quirk between radial profile Σ HI (R) and radial distribution of dark halo column density in galaxies, found from the rotation curve modeling, may be explained, if to assume that gas density profiles Σ g (R) follow the marginal stability condition.
However, the assumption of marginal stability of gas layer in a sufficiently extended range of R encounters difficulties when applied to the outer regions of spiral galaxies, as well as to Irr -galaxies. The analysis of observational data shows that a gas layer usually has a much lower density than it is required for the threshold (marginal) stability condition (see, Below we consider this issue in more detail.
The stability condition against local gravitational perturbations is usu-10 ally characterized by the T oomre parameter:
where c g is a gas velocity dispersion associated with turbulent motions, and ∂e -the epicyclic frequency. For the constant circular velocity V c ,
Here we assume that the gas circular velocity is close to the rotational speed found for HI layer (that is V c ≈ V rot ).
In a simplest case of a thin axisymmetric disc the critical value Q c,g
for stability parameter Q g against radial perturbations is Q c,g = 1 . The accounting of non-radial perturbations make a disc less stable, while the non-zero thickness stabilizes it. When the marginal stability is considered, these two factors to a large extent obviate each other. The analysis of stability conditions for real galaxies is simplified by the slow variation of gas one-dimensional dispersion c g along the radius and its similarity for If we use the most probable values of c g and Q c,g , and assume that gas density corresponds to the gas layer marginal stability (Eq. 1), then the mass of gas within a given radius R lim may be found from the equation
which shows that a gas mass is determined by radial changes of ∂e(R) .
Let the rotation curve has a form V (R) = V c (R/R lim ) n , where V c is circular velocity at R = R lim ( n = 0 for flat rotation curve and n = 1 for
∂e πG a total gas mass within R lim will be:
where the factor K = (c g /Q c,g ) is considered to be approximately constant along the radius. This implies that a total mass of marginally stable gas layer weakly depends on rotation curve shape, being proportional to the disc specific angular momentum J ∼ V c R lim . For a flat rotation curve ( V c = const ) the atomic gas mass M G , a gas mass over galaxy mass ratio is:
i.e., the relative gas mass is lower for fast rotating galaxies, that is actually takes place for spiral and irregular galaxies (see., eg., It should be borne in mind that this simple form of dependence between gas mass and specific angular momentum has the approximate character due to a number of simplifications, the most important of which is the assumption of c g /Q g constancy. This condition is hardly acceptable for the inner region of discs, where the observed gas density radial profiles are very diverse, and also for far peripheral areas (outside optical boundaries generally), where a significant increase in the gas layer thickness plays a stabilizing role, increasing the stability parameter Q c,g .
In Figs. 5 a,b we presented the relationship between M HI and J (to be more precise -between the total gas mass assumed to be proportional to M HI and V rot D 25 (a) or V rot R 0 (b) parameters) for AM IGA galaxies.
The solid straight line at both diagrams is a linear regression for these galaxies, and two parallel dashed lines represent the expected relations for marginally stable discs with η = K -values. This shift opens the question whether gas layers of galaxies are really in most cases close to marginal stability, or they pass a significant stability reserve ( Q g > 2).
Regardless of the answer, these diagrams can be used for HI content diagnostic, allowing to reveal the abnormally high, or, conversely, abnormally low gas mass in comparison with isolated galaxies with similar kinematic parameters. As an example, we compare the AM IGA galaxies with galaxies unusually rich of HI from the HIghM ass galaxy sample (Huang et al. 2014). In these gas-rich galaxies HI mass exceeds 10 10 M , reaching in most cases of more than one-third of the total mass of stellar population. These galaxies are marked with diamonds at Figs. 5 a,b. Their HI masses are systematically higher than for the other galaxies with the same angular momentum, revealing the peculiar way of gas evolution, possibly related to the unusually low efficiency of starformation or accretion.
In Fig. 5 b we also compare AM IGA galaxies with low surface brightness galaxies ( LSB ), considered earlier by Abramova and Zasov (2011) (marked with asterisks); we also included the unusual dwarf galaxy, LSBcompanion of spiral galaxy N GC4656 first described by Schechtman-Rook, Hess (2012). This galaxy has an extremely low surface brightness with the enhanced glow in ultraviolet, which indicates the current or recent starformation. Here we use a disc radial scale R 0 instead of isophote diameter One can see that LSB -galaxies follow general relationship with normal brightness galaxies, although with a larger scatter. Some LSB -galaxies with high specific momentum have abnormally high M HI in comparison with AM IGA galaxies, being in the same place as the galaxies with abnormally high HI mass (diamonds). Low accuracy of parameters and poor statistics do not allow to make reliable conclusions from this comparison, however it suggests a similar regulatory factors of gas evolution for LSB and normal brightness galaxies. Now we proceed from the total gas mass to the Toomre' parameter Q g at different radial distances, in order to clarify how far a gas layer is from showed that in the outer regions of galaxies Q g , determined by the classical expression (1) for the azimuthally averaged gas density, reaches several units (generally, Q g ∼ 2 -4 and higher outside R 25 ). It confirms that gas layers are in general stable, if the density critical value corresponds to Q g = Q c,g ≈ 1, although gas density may be close to critical one in the inner part of a galaxy, and have a significant stability reserve at a periphery.
The idea that at some radial distance gas surface density passes through the stability threshold, so starformation rate is low outside this zone, was first considered (taking into account molecular gas) by Martin and Kenni- ing disc develops at scales around a Jeans wavelength λ J , which is ∼ 1 kpc and even larger for massive galaxies.
The important factor which lowers a stability threshold allover a galactic disc is a destabilizing role of stellar disc gravity. A good approximation for stability criterion of two-component disc Q sg is the sum of reciprocals of Q -parameters taken separately for gas ( Q g ) and stars ( Q s ) with a weighting factor of W , which reduces the contribution of component with higher Q (see Romeo, Wiegert 2011; Romeo, Falstad 2013).
According Leroy et al. (2008) , stellar and gas components give a comparable contribution to general disc stability. Parameter Q g for gas component is around 2-3, being several times higher at the far periphery of discs. At the same time, the combined gas-stellar parameter Q sg ≈ 2 within a wide range of R . Later Meurer et al. (2013) analyzed the radial profiles of Q g (R) and Q sg (R) for the sample of 20 galaxies (late types spiral galaxies from T HIN GS review mostly) with known HI density profiles. They showed that on average about 50% of total HI mass lies within the range of radial distances where Σ HI (R) decreases approximately as 1/R and correlates with the epicyclic frequency profile ∂e(R) in such a way, that Q g and Q sg parameters remain approximately constant for the fixed c g , although both of them exceed unit. In turn, Romeo and Falstad (2013) concluded for T HIN GS galaxies, that gas plays a dominant role in stability of the inner parts of discs (where a significant part of gas is molecular one), while stellar disc determines a stability parameter at large distances from the center.
However, in the papers cited above a relative role of stellar disc seems to be exaggerated, especially at large radial distances. Firstly, in spiral and irregular galaxies gas velocity dispersion c g (R) slowly decreases with will be approximately halved. As a result, gas component may play a more significant input in stability parameter. Nevertheless, the conclusion about gravitational stability at large R will hardly changed.
As the illustration, in Table. 1 we present the values of parameter Q g at R = R 25 for T HIN GS galaxies with known rotation curves (de Blok et al., 2008) and gas surface density profiles Σ g = 1.3Σ HI ). The direct estimates of HI velocity dispersion were taken from Ianjamasimanana et al. (2015) . As one can see, in most cases Q g at the edge of optical discs ranges between 3 and 6, which confirms a significant stability reserve of gas layer.
Threshold stability of gas layer or synchronous evolution?
Now we are faced with a contradictory situation. On the one hand, the shape of HI radial profile of surface density in galaxies in a wide range of R is close to the anticipated one for Q g = const . This is confirmed by correlation between the gas mass in galaxies and disc kinematic parameters. On the other hand, the existing estimates show that Q g exceeds the expected critical value Q c,g ≈ 1.5 − 2 , which is required for marginal stability. Primarily, it refers to the outer regions of galaxies, where Q g reaches 5 or higher. A stellar disc gravity may bring a disc closer to the stability threshold ( Q sg 2 ). However, in this case it becomes not clear, how to explain the observed consistency between gas mass M HI or density Σ HI and the angular momentum, expected for marginally stable gas layer?
We consider two possible options.
Option 1. One can propose that for a significant fraction of atomic gas the velocity dispersion is 2-4 times lower than the commonly used value (about 10 km/s). However, observations do not provide sufficient grounds for such conclusion. As an alternative, it can be assumed that gas layer stability threshold corresponds to a higher values Q c,g ≈ 3-4, for example, as a result of energy dissipation, making gas layer less resistant to gravitational perturbations (see, eg., Elmegreen 2011). Another factor which may explain too high azimuthally average values of Q g is the inhomogeneous gas distribution. Even if the average value of Q g obviously evidences the stability, some fraction of gas may be located in the areas where Σ HI is several times higher than the mean value at a given R , being close to the stability threshold. However, it cannot explain why the shape of azimuthally averaged profile Σ HI (R) in this case should follow the equation
Option 2. Gas layers of galaxies could reach marginally stable state several billions years ago, when gas density and the total gas mass were at least twice as high as at present time, so the close relationship between specific angular momentum and M HI was established that time. This could be the case, when a formation of stellar disc was almost finished, and gas turbulent velocity, high at the violent disc formation stage, decreased to the current level, where it is close to the sound speed in a "warm" HI .
In this case, a subsequent decrease of M HI down to modern values in the process of disc evolution requires that gas accretion have not compensated gas consumption for star formation -at least in the last few billions years.
In order for the relations M HI − V rot D 25 or M HI − V rot R 0 to remain linear, starformation efficiency SFE (star formation rate per gas mass unit) or its inverse value τ HI (a gas consumption time) should be similar for galaxies with different masses and angular momenta. years with the dispersion 0.3 dex, for a wide range of masses and rotational velocities of galaxies -from dwarf to giant ones. Note that a consumption time τ HI can be considered as a minimum time interval, passed since the gas mass in the discs was several times higher than at present.
It should be pointed, that within each galaxy SF E may not be constant (it usually decreases with the radial distance), so it can be expected that surface density profile Σ HI (R) experiences evolutionary changes, depending on starformation rate, accretion rate and the gas losses at a given R . To describe the evolution of gas content in disc of galaxies it requires the construction of multi-parameter models, what is beyond the scope of this paper. The main thing is that if τ HI keeps approximately constant for galaxies with different masses, then the relations discussed above will remain log-linear during the long period of time. Of course, the naturally expected scatter of SF E for different galaxies must eventually "erode" them. According to Wong et al. (2016) , the observed SF E scatter for galaxies is about 0.3 dex (i.e. a factor of 2) and, taking into account the measurement errors, the actual SF E scatter can be even lower. It confirms that the linear relationships we consider will not blur out for a few billion years. Note however, that there exist galaxies with abnormally high HI mass on the top of corridor at the diagram " M HI − V rot D 25 " marked by the dash lines (Figures 5) . Unlike most of other galaxies, they seems to preserve the marginal stability condition Q g ≈ Q c,g ≤ 2 to the present epoch.
Conclusionş
1. We found a systematic shift by about 0.2 dex between the M HI estimates for edge-on and for isolated galaxies with similar sizes or rotational velocities. Apparently, this discrepancy is due to the overestimation of correction for self-absorption of HI -line fluxes used by HY P ERLEDA database for edge-on galaxies.
2. For the two samples of late-type galaxies we confirm the presence of the close relationships found earlier between total hydrogen mass M HI and specific disc angular momentum J , that we consider proportional to the rotational velocity product by optical diameter ( V rot D 25 ) or by radial disc scalelenght ( V rot R 0 ).
3. The discussed relationships M HI − V rot D 25 and M HI − V rot R 0 can be used for HI content diagnostics, allowing to reveal the galaxies with abnormally high or abnormally low HI mass compared with the isolated late-type galaxies having similar kinematic characteristics. As an example, the abnormally HI -rich galaxies taken from HIghM ass galaxy sample (Huang et al. 2014) have M HI which is systematically higher than the isolated galaxies with a similar size and rotational velocity, while the lowbrightness galaxies follow the main sequence at the diagram M HI −V rot R 0 .
4. The relations between M HI and J can be explained assumibg that the Toomre' stability parameter Q g is approximate constant for a gas layer in a wide range of radial distances. However, the existing estimates of Q g for late-type galaxies are on average 2-3 times higher than the critical values Q c,g ≈ 1-2 for marginal stability. Only for some HI -rich galaxies the observed gas mass M HI agrees with that expected for marginally stable gas layers.
5
. We consider two possible explanations for the existence of close-tolinear relationship between M HI and specific angular momentum J : either critical value of Toomre' parameter is several times higher than the usually accepted value Q c,g ∼ 1 − 2 , enabling gas layers of galaxies to be close to marginally stable state presently, or this relationship has formed in the past, when a mass of gas in galactic discs was several times higher than at present, so that gas layers were close to marginally stable state only at that early epoch. After that galaxies have slowly decreased their gas content during the evolution down to modern values. This explanation removes the conflict with observation data, which evidence that Q g ≤ Q c,g , being also in a good consistency with the observed slow decrease of HI mass in the Universe over the past several Gyr (Neeleman et al. 2016 ). However, it excludes the models where gas inflow and gas losses are balanced i.e. it requires that in most galaxies gas consumption for starformation should not be compensated by gas accretion in the disc.
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